The Armenian Allegation of Genocide - Ministry of Foreign Affairs

In April 1915 the Ottoman government embarked upon the systematic decimation of its civilian Armenian population. The persecutions continued with varying intensity throughout the Ottoman Empire and the surrounding regions during 1915-1923 is called the Armenian genocide. The extermination of Armenians in the Ottoman Empire will be commemorated on April 24, and Pope Francis will be among those attending an international ecumenical prayer vigil in commemoration of the start of the Armenian Genocide. On April 24, 1915, the Ottoman Caliphate launched a plan to expel and massacre Armenians living in the Ottoman Empire. Though reports vary, most agree that the Armenian Genocide was a deliberate and systematic destruction of a people. The Armenian genocide is remembered by Armenians as a catastrophic event that led to the deaths of hundreds of thousands of Armenians. The genocide began in 1915 and continued until 1923, during which time an estimated 1.5 million Armenians were killed. The other estimates place the number of deaths between 750,000 and 1.5 million. The Armenian genocide is considered to be one of the worst crimes of the 20th century and is recognized as a genocide by many countries and international organizations.
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The Armenia & The Armenians - Mousa Ler

The Armenians from around the globe are in Istanbul to commemorate the start of what's been called the first genocide of modern times, when up to 1.5 million Armenians living in Turkey were eliminated from their historic homeland. Armenians living as a Christian minority in the Muslim-dominated Ottoman Empire were accorded few rights and faced discrimination, and the Ottoman government launched a campaign of extermination in 1915. The genocide, which continued until 1923, claimed the lives of an estimated 1.5 million Armenians. The Armenian genocide is considered to be one of the worst crimes of the 20th century and is recognized as a genocide by many countries and international organizations.

The Armenian Allegation of Genocide - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Armenian Genocide was a mass killing of Armenians by Ottomans is said by some to have been the 20th century's first genocide. View eight things to know about this genocide - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Armenian genocide 100 years ago - CNN.com

In 1915, leaders of the Turkish government set in motion a plan to expel and massacre Armenians living in the Ottoman Empire. Though reports vary, most agree that the Armenian Genocide was a deliberate and systematic destruction of a people. The Armenian genocide is remembered by Armenians as a catastrophic event that led to the deaths of hundreds of thousands of Armenians. The genocide began in 1915 and continued until 1923, during which time an estimated 1.5 million Armenians were killed. The other estimates place the number of deaths between 750,000 and 1.5 million. The Armenian genocide is considered to be one of the worst crimes of the 20th century and is recognized as a genocide by many countries and international organizations.

Armenian genocide 15 Oct 2015. ECHR: Why Turkey won't talk about the Armenian genocide. The Armenian people trace their history back to the Bronze Age. At the height of its power in the first century BC, the Armenian kingdom controlled the territory of Armenia and was recognized as a great power. In the 7th century AD, the kingdom fell to the Sassanid Persians. In the 10th century, the kingdom was restored and was ruled by the Bagratid dynasty. The kingdom was conquered by the Seljuk Turks in the 11th century. The kingdom was reestablished in the 14th century, but it was conquered by the Ottoman Turks in the 16th century. The kingdom was then divided into several small states and was eventually incorporated into the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Empire was a declining power during the 19th century, and the kingdom of Armenia was one of the areas that fell under Ottoman control.

What You Should Know About The Armenian Genocide

The New Yorker

For decades before they were the victims of genocide, Armenians living as a Christian minority in the Muslim-dominated Ottoman Empire were accorded few rights and faced discrimination, and the Ottoman government launched a campaign of extermination in 1915. The genocide, which continued until 1923, claimed the lives of an estimated 1.5 million Armenians. The Armenian genocide is considered to be one of the worst crimes of the 20th century and is recognized as a genocide by many countries and international organizations.

Eyewitness to History: The Armenian Genocide

The Armenian Genocide Monument in Yerevan. To this day, the Turkish state denies that a systematic annihilation ever occurred. Large-scale deportations of Armenians began in Turkey - May 25. The Armenian Genocide Genocide Museum-The Armenian Genocide Museum-institute The Armenians are one of the oldest races of history. They are the contemporaries of the Babylonians, the Hittite, and a host of ancient races, all of which have disappeared. Hayots tseghaspanutyun, also known as the Armenian Holocaust, the Armenian Massacres and... 8 facts about the Armenian genocide 100 years ago - CNN.com

Armenian genocide 15 Oct 2015. ECHR: Why Turkey won't talk about the Armenian genocide. The Armenians constitute the main population of Armenia and the de facto Republic of Artsakh. Kim Kardashian is one of the world’s most famous reality TV stars. The 32-year-old is of Armenian descent. So how do Armenians feel about her fame? - BBC News

What You Should Know About The Armenian Genocide

On this day in 1915, in the latest of a disturbing series of Turkish aggressions against Armenians during World War I, Mehmed Talat, the Ottoman minister of the Interior, launched a program of mass killings. The mass killing of Armenians by Ottomans is said by some to have been the 20th century's first genocide. View eight things to know about this genocide - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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